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Summary
This document describes the functional design of the backend components in the SWELL@work
tools. The macro goal of SWELL@work is: to make the stressed worker a happy worker, while
stimulating him to work efficiently. From the general SWELL architecture, we focus on the reason
component.
The macro goal leads to four micro goals. The intended functionalities of SWELL@work follow
directly from these micro goals. We group the functionalities in four modules: (1) the time and stress
monitor, (2) the workload coaching assistant, (3) the email organization assistant and (4) the search
assistant. The functionality of the reasoning behind these modules is described in this document.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and goals
In our connected workplaces it can be hard to work calm and focused. Ruff (2002) speaks of ‘plugged
in compulsion’ as “the strong need to check mail and the internet to stay in touch”, and ‘hurry
sickness’ as “the belief that one must constantly rush to keep pace with time”. Stress can either
directly lead to illness through its physiological effects or indirectly, through maladaptive health
behaviour, like smoking, poor eating habits or lack of sleep (Bakker et al., 2010). Certainly, some
amount of stress is not harmful and might even be beneficial to gain concentration and focus, but
extended periods of stress can be a danger to the health, e.g. causing burn-out.
The target group of the tools that are developed in WP3 and WP6 is the knowledge worker, with a
focus on the stressed worker. We will use one name as umbrella for the tools that we develop to
assist knowledge workers: SWELL@work. The macro goal of SWELL@work is to make the stressed
worker a happy worker, while stimulating and supporting him to work efficiently.

1.2 Architecture
We adhere to the general architecture for SWELL tools that is described in D1.2a (See D1.2a Initial
overall architecture, Appendix B).
In the development of the SWELL@work toolkit, we distinguish the backend modules from the
frontend user applications (demos and tools). In this document we focus on the backend reasoning
components. For an overview of the user applications that are part of the SWELL@work toolkit we

refer to D3.10 SWELL@work toolkit. In this document, the SWELL@work technology are described
by three type of functionalities: Sense, Reason and Act.1
This document describes the functional design of the backend reasoning components in the
SWELL@work modules. This means that from the total architecture, we focus on the Reason
functionality. Related to this, we will address the Sense functionality, and in some cases the Act
functionality.

1.3 Approach
Our approach to the initial design is:








We select the relevant user requirements that were defined in D1.1b (See D1.1b User and
Domain Requirements). We also formulate constraints for (1) the sensors and logging tools
that we will use and (2) the reasoning components (section 2).
We formulate a number of micro goals and the feedback functionality that we wish to
develop in SWELL@work (section 3).
Based on the micro interventions and the constraints, we select the sensors, logging tools,
and data types that we will use (section 4).
We write the functional designs for each of the modules in SWELL@work (section 5).
We formulate a number of additional remarks to this design (section 6).
We describe the relations to future WP3 deliverables (section 7).

2 Requirements
This section lists an initial collection of requirements, desirable properties and design choices.

2.1 User requirements (updated)
The following user requirements from D1.1b are relevant for this functional design. For some of the
requirements, we did not explicitly include functionality in this design yet. We marked these
requirements in italic. In the final version of the D3.1 we will pay attention to them.









1

R1 The system shall not require the user to intervene in order to operate successfully.
R2 The system shall adapt or allow adaptation of the interface to fit the user’s preferences.
R3 The system shall encourage the user to live and work healthier and better.
R4: The system shall provide the user with a web interface, as described in SWELL Deliverable
D1.3a.
R12 The system shall aid the user in order to gain insight in his activities and attain a
healthier and more informed life.
R13 The system shall use smart reasoning algorithms to provide the user with advice
regarding his goals.
R15 The system shall ask the user questions in order to establish a baseline for the reasoning
algorithm.
R16 The system shall show the user his own self-management goals.
R17 The system shall show the user his progress in his self-management goals.

In D1.2a, sense, reason, act are called data collection, data interpretation and present intervention
respectively.





































2

R18 The system shall allow the user to alter his self-management goals.
R24 The system may show the user travel information based on his calendar.2
R25 The system may show the user documents relevant to a meeting.
R34 The system shall reduce the time required dealing with data.
R35 The system shall reduce distractions from other tasks.
R36 The system shall help the user to structure his work.
R37 The system shall recognize the user’s current task.
R38 The system shall be easy to understand.
R39 The system may be integrated with existing systems.
R40 The system should help the user finding information in documents.
R41 The system shall aid the user in finding relevant documents.
R42 The system should automatically categorize e-mails for the user.
R43 The system should mark new search results.
R44 The system should indicate relevance, trustworthiness, confidence, and other
related metrics in the search results.
R45 The system should only notify the user of new e-mail messages if they are
relevant to the current task.
R46 The system should track the time the user spent on tasks, and be able to show
past tasks performed.
R49 The system should prevent the user’s free time to become fragmented.
R50 The system may withhold e-mails from the user based on given criteria.3
R51 The system should allow for task management.
R52 The system may preselect tasks for the user.
R53 The system shall track user work activity and workload.
R54 The system may prioritize tasks for the user.
R66 The system should always provide the user with accurate data.
R67 The system may provide the user with indicators how confident it is about the
given advice.
R69 The system shall be unobtrusive.
R70 The system shall be real-time.
R71 The system should process training data in the background.
R72 The system should provide robust data.
R73 The system shall have reasoning algorithms that use previously collected
general data and personal data.
R74 The system shall continuously update personal data.
R92 The system shall use sensors to personalize and adapt to the way of working
of the user.
R93 The system shall be able to cope with incomplete data.
R94 The system shall reason in a transparent way.
R95 The system shall provide the feedback in a real-time fashion.

We will not implement functionality for this requirement so we will argue to remove it from the user
requirements in the final version of D1.1
3
We think that this requirement should be removed. R45 is a better-to-use variant.

2.2 Requirements for sensors and logging tools
Requirements for sensors and logging tools that have to be taken into account are:
 Availability/costs
 Reliability (the ability to perform and maintain its functions in routine circumstances, as well
unexpected circumstances) /integrity (consistency between actions, values, methods,
measures and principles)
 Intrusiveness/obtrusiveness
 Privacy/confidentiality
In section 4, we come back to these requirements in the selection of sensors and logging tools.

2.3 Requirements for the reasoning components
The requirements that we will adhere to when developing the algorithms for the learning
components in SWELL@work are:
 Speed (real-time processing)
 Robustness (ability to handle unexpected data, ability to deal with data heterogeneity)
 Personalization: move from a general user profile (no user-specific data) to a personal user
profile, through active learning with (implicit) user feedback
In section 5, we describe how we will address these requirements in the development of the
reasoning components.

3 Micro goals
In Section 1.1, we formulated the following macro goal for SWELL@work: to make the stressed
worker a happy worker, while stimulating and supporting him to work efficiently. From this macro
goal, we deduce four micro goals:
1. a balanced workday
2. an efficient workday
3. better email organization
4. more efficient professional search
We motivate these as follows:
First, a stressed worker experiences high work load, combined with other problems such as role
ambiguity, the wrong expectations and lack of autonomy.4 The amount of work is in many cases an
external factor that cannot be influenced by the worker himself. But experiencing a good balance
between activities can reduce the feeling of stress. This leads to our first micro goal: a balanced
workday.
Second, interruptions are an important factor in stress at work. Studies of multitasking suggest that
knowledge workers get interrupted every 4 to 11 minutes (Gonzalez and Mark, 2004). These can be
self-interruptions (Dabbish et al. 2011) or interruptions from communication sources such as email
4

See also the 2011 TNO report “Studie naar Werkvreugde en determinanten”, which describes an extensive
literature review on well-being at work.

(Mark et al. 2008). SWELL@work should support the worker in reducing the number of (self-)
interruptions. In addition, it is important for a worker who experiences a high workload to prioritize
his tasks (see Use Case 16 in D1.1b). Hence, our second micro goal: an efficient workday.
Third, one of the most important sources of interruptions is email. According to the work by Gloria
Mark (see http://www.ics.uci.edu/~gmark) and her colleagues, knowledge workers spend a quarter
of their work day to emails, and 66% of the knowledge workers has the feeling that they do not
finish their work because of the many emails they have to read and reply to. This leads to our third
micro goal: better email organization.
Fourth, knowledge workers spend 38% of their time searching for information (Mcdermott, 2005).
The search actions they perform are related from the other tasks they perform (writing, reading),
and often related to their own expertise. A generic search engine (Google or Google Scholar) does
not take into account the user, its context and expertises. Hence our fourth micro goal: more
efficient professional search.

4 Selection of sensors, logging tools and data types (updated)
In section 2.2, we defined the following requirements for sensors and logging tools: (1)
availability/costs, (2) reliability/integrity, (3) intrusiveness/obtrusiveness and (4)
privacy/confidentiality.
Ad (1): All the sensors and logging tools that we selected, are available to us and fit in the project
budget.
Ad (2): The reliability and integrity of the sensors and logging tools has to be estimated in the
experimental phase of the development.
Ad (3): We aim to only use unobtrusive logging tools. We prefer not to use body sensors in the final
application, but body sensors will be used in the experimental phase in order to assess the reliability
of non-obtrusive logging tools. In the final application, we will only use data that can be collected
through software (not sensors) and sensors that are non-obtrusive such as a webcam and
microphone.
Ad (4): All data will be stored locally or on a protected server, in order to preserve privacy of the
user.
We made the following selection of data types that we will use in SWELL@work:





Computer interaction data from uLog (mouse, keyboard, applications)
Content from users' pc:
o Documents (Word, Excel, PDF)
o Emails
o Calendar items
o Browsing history (and query history)
These data types may be extended with other types if needed and available, such as project
information, colleagues information and/or project time registration.
File system structure (directory names)






Social interaction data from the user's pc (email conversations), and if possible mobile phone
(call logs).
Visual information from camera/ Kinect (facial expressions, posture, attention)
Audio information from microphone (noise, someone talking)
In experimental phase: Body signals from physiological sensors (Respiration, ECG
(heartbeats), SCR (skin response), BVP (blood volume pulse))

5 Design of modules (updated)
SWELL@work will consist of four modules. The functionalities of the modules follow from the micro
goals in Section 3. For each module, we underline the micro goals that the module is directed at.
In section 2.3, we defined the following requirements for the reasoning components: (1) Speed, (2)
Robustness and (3) Personalization.
Ad (1). Speed is an important criterion for the reasoning components that we develop. Most of the
reasoning tasks will involve machine learning algorithms. These can be trained in the background.
Extracting features from and applying a learned model to new data (e.g. incoming emails) should be
possible in real time. We will address this issue in our experiments.
Ad (2). Robustness is an issue with all user-generated data. There are many possible robustness
issues with our data. Examples are:


smoothing over unexpected changes in camera data due to sunny spells;



ignoring images in email messages;



ignoring OCR errors when extracting features from PDF documents.

In each of the modules, we will pay attention to possible robustness issues and perform extensive
tests with the reasoning algorithms on noisy data.
Ad (3). Personalization is a very important aspect of the SWELL project. Our reasoning algorithms will
use combinations of previously collected generic data (describing the behaviour of knowledge
workers in general) and personal data from one specific user. The personal data can continuously be
updated. We aim to work towards a computational model of a specific knowledge worker where
attention level, fatigue, priority handling, email behaviour, planning behaviour, and other user
aspects will be modelled and contrasted against a generic model.

5.1 M1: Time and stress monitor (updated)
An important step towards a balanced workday and an efficient workday is to gain insight in how the
day was spent (see also user requirement R12, section 2.1). The SWELL Time and Stress monitor
provides these insights: how much time did the worker spend on which activities, related to which
projects? How was the distribution of time over computer work, breaks and meetings? During which
time slots did the worker experience stress?
In summary, the module performs the following tasks:
1. Give insight in working patterns.
2. Give insight in the distribution of work time over activities.

3. Give insight in the distribution of work time over projects. Besides productive work for
projects, non-work related activities constitute one of the categories.
4. Give insight in activities and stress levels.
The module has access to all data types of data that were specified in section 4, as can be seen in the
left of Figure 2.
Input needed from user on initialization of the module:
 A selection of sensors the user wants to use;
 An initial set of user behaviour data (from other users/ this user) to base the classification
models upon.
The next four subsections are detailed descriptions of the four tasks that the module performs.

Figure 2. Updated setup of sensors (used in our experiment) and associated reasoning.
5.1.1 Give insight in working patterns (updated)
Sense:
 Logging of computer interaction data, i.e. keyboard and mouse activity and applications
used;
 Information from the users’ calendar;
Reason:





When the user is working on his computer his activity is logged and aggregated over certain
intervals, e.g. per 5 minutes to give a summarized but still fine-grained account of activity
over the course of a day.
Information from the calendar will be used for enrichment of the data, e.g. to fill in the timeslots spent in meetings.

Act:




An overview can be created that shows the user his working patterns: how long he worked
at his computer, how active he was (typing, keystrokes, application switches), how often he
took breaks and when he had appointments.
Tips by the system could be added. The system could e.g. indicate when too little breaks
were taken to help the user learn a more healthy work style.

5.1.2 Give insight in the distribution of work time over task activities
Sense:
 Continuously:
o The module records the user’s keyboard, application and mouse interactions and
saves them with time stamps using the uLog tool (by Noldus Information
Technology).
o The module asks when needed and on appropriate times which of 12 relevant tasks
the user is working on. E.g. write mail, search information, write report…; tasks are
based on a questionnaire among knowledge workers (see Koldijk et al., 2012).
o The module records which task labels are adapted by the user.
Reason (see also the results in Koldijk et al, 2012):
 First, relevant characteristics (features) are extracted from the logging data (e.g. clicks per
minute, percentage of time that a certain application had focus the last x minutes )
 Then, classifiers can be trained on the data. Therefore the data needs to be annotated with
task labels by the user during an initial period. Our experiments showed that simple
classifiers (Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, Neural Network) that classify 5minute frames of user activity are suitable. With 2 hours of annotated training data, an
automatic task classification accuracy of 80% can be reached (Koldijk et al, 2012).
Performance of the classifiers for the specific user is determined based on the number of
labels that are wrongly predicted and corrected by the user.
 We found that training is very personal. A classifier trained on user A’s data can perform
very bad on classifying user B’s data and it is dependent on the user which classifier works
best. Therefore all classifiers will be trained, but eventually only the best classifier is used.
 After the training period, the extracted features from the currently recorded computer
activities are used as input for the trained classifier, which assigns one of the 12 task labels.
Any wrong predictions can be corrected by the user and the model will learn to improve its
predictions (i.e. it is retrained regularly).
Act:


The recognized tasks can be presented to the user as a Gantt chart, in which he can see how
long he worked on a specific task and how much he switched between tasks.



The recognized activities can be presented in a Pie chart, in which the user can see what
proportion of time he spent on a specific task.

5.1.3 Give insight in the distribution of work time over projects
Sense:
 Initially:
o The module collects content that is currently on the computer (documents, emails,
URLs…).
o The model collects projects names for the collected content by user input or existing
folder structures.
 Continuously:
o The module records which content (document, emails and URLs etc.) are accessed
using the uLog tool (by Noldus Information Technology).
o The module asks when needed and on appropriate times which project the user is
working on
o The module records when the user assigns a project name to content; e.g. when the
user indicates that a specific document belongs to a specific project.
Reason:
 First, models are created using the initial data. From the index of documents, emails and
URLs on the user’s hard disk, a profile of distinguishing terms is created for each project that
the user has indicated to work on.
 These models represent the projects. For each document, email or URL that is accessed,
features are extracted that are compared to the project models. The model that is most
similar to the current activities and that exceeds the set threshold is selected. This project is
then suggested to the user as label for the current time frame. If there is no model that
exceeds the similarity threshold, the time frame is assigned the label “remaining”. Each
timeframe exists of a recording of the active content (referral to a document, URL or email)
and the assigned project name. The active document is also labelled with the assigned
project name.
 If a currently accessed document already has a project assigned, that project is assigned.
 If there is no content observed in the current activities, the time frame is labelled with an
empty label.
 The user has the option to adapt the project that is assigned to a time frame.
 As an alternative, the content that has been active during a day can be clustered based on
the similarity between the content and presented to the user, together with the timeframes
that correspond to the time the content was active.
Act:




The recognized projects can be presented to the user as a Gantt chart, in which he can see
how long he worked on a specific project and how much he switched between projects. This
chart can be combined with the chart about tasks to give a detailed overview over activities.
This information could be used by the user for writing hours at the end of the week.
The recognized projects can be presented in a Pie chart, in which the user can see what
proportion of time he spent on a specific project.



The user has the option to view the term profile of a project in the form of a term cloud,
such as in Deliverable D3.6: Terminology extraction for user modelling.

5.1.4 Give insight in activities and stress levels (updated)
Sense:
 We will start with computer logging (uLog) as main sensor, as this is easy to use and rather
unobtrusive.
 We will add other suitable sensors to improve the system (which users can enable or disable
according to their preferences):
o Visual information from camera (for facial expressions)
o 3D information from Kinect (for posture)
o Audio information from microphone (noise, someone talking…)
o Social interaction data from the user’s pc (email conversations) and mobile phone
(call logs)
o In the experimental phase: Body signals from physiological sensors (ECG (heart rate,
HRV), GSR (skin conductance))
 The recognized task activities, task contents and information about working patterns (as
determined in the previous module) are input for this module.
 Especially in the beginning, asking the user for subjective input about stress and well-being
will be very valuable and necessary information:
o In regular intervals the user is asked to input his experienced energy level.
o The user can also input his achievements whenever he wishes:
 The usefulness of Kinect and physiological signals will be investigated soon.

Reason:
 Questionnaire data: In the experimental phase, we will monitor mental effort, valence and
arousal since we found in our experiment (see Deliverable D3.5 Dataset of activity and
interaction patterns & Koldijk et al., 2013) that these are the most relevant variables for
stress indication in an office work setting. In the beginning we will need to ask the user for
this subjective input. For the final application, we aim to infer this information from sensor
data.
 Sensor data: We will log computer interactions(application switches, clicks and keystrokes)
since we found that they are predictors for interruptions and time pressure (see Figure 4).
We will log facial expression through video input since we found that they have a relation
with mental effort. The Kinect and physiological sensors are still under investigation.
 Additionally, information from task activities and task content could be used to determine
the workload of a user. The 3 determinants of workload are the complexity of the
task/project , how long a user works on this task/project and how frequent he switches
between tasks/projects. Complexity could be related to the type of task and content of the
task (e.g. writing a report might be generally more demanding than searching for
information). These associations will be learned from the data.
 Besides the work itself physical aspects play a role. The posture of the user, the level of
noise in the office, his location (office, home, travel) and the amount of movement might
also correlate with the experienced level of stress. In studies we will investigate these
correlations.
 Furthermore the social environment can contribute to the experienced stress level.
Information from call logs or email conversations can give information on the social
environment of a user, i.e. colleagues he works with and how frequent he has to interact
with other people for his work. This information might also be taken into account for
estimating the experiences stress level on a day (e.g. that much emailing and calling can
make a day rather stressful).

Figure 4. Left part: The stressors caused differences in (computer-use) behaviour. Arrows denote
significant effects. Right part: Mental effort correlated with our sensor data of facial expression.
Lines denote correlations. *significant on the 0.05 level; **significant on the 0.001 level.
Act:






The main idea is to apply the mechanisms of ‘self-monitoring’ and ‘suggestion’ for
behavioural change (see Introduction of deliverable Theoretical framework for behavioural
change (D1.5a)).
In the Tray, a battery icon is depicted showing the current energy level. This can give the
user more awareness of his energy level and needs for taking breaks. In case the energy
level drops below 10% a break is suggested.

The tool can also take snapshots of the users face and screen, for example when energy is
below 10%. This should be a mirror to the user. By seeing his facial expressions (in a selfreflexion moment) he could become more aware of his mental state. The user can decide to
save the snapshots and view them later. This could be insightful for checking which
screenshots, i.e. which work activities are associated with low energy. This method is used
as precursor for the development of machine classification of facial expressions to
automatically measure stress related mental states.



Moreover, a viewer can be opened showing:
o Activity patterns (amount of clicks, characters, appChanges and energy level). This
can give the user insight in typical computer behaviour patterns and fluctuations in
energy levels. This view could be extended with displaying an overview of
applications used or tasks performed to gain an even deeper understanding on tasks
that bring and cost energy.
 Per week (mock-up data):



Zoomed in (real data for 1 work day):

(red = energy (asked to user), blue = keystrokes, green = clicks, yellow = appChanges, per 5 minutes)

o




An achievement diary showing the achievements of the week. This gives the user a
feeling of achievement and being in control, and could improve planning and selfefficacy:

The user can access this data anytime and navigate through the past weeks.
Judgement by the system could be added. The system could then indicate when the stress
patterns over several days or weeks is concerning.

5.2 M2: Workload coaching assistant
The aim of module M1, the Time and stress monitor, was to provide insight. Therefore, the
functionalities that we proposed in the previous section were all interactions of the ‘mirror’-type.
The SWELL Workload coaching assistant aims to actively support the user in reducing or preventing
stress, focusing on his job and finishing his work. This module largely uses the same data as M1, but
interprets these data and generates proper advice. This should lead to a more balanced and more
efficient workday.
In summary, the module performs the following tasks5:
5

Possible additional functionalities:
Intervention: small relaxation (movie, joke, newsflash, social media) in order to keep happy people happy.

1. Give the user awareness of healthy norms.
2. Help the user focus his attention.
3. Support the user with his to-do list and planning.
The module has access to the following types of data:
 The user’s agenda
 Subjective user input (‘How much stress did you experience today?’…)
 (If possible:) Interpreted data: Posture, Movement
 Computer interaction data (E.g. incoming mail, switch to Outlook, idle time…)
Input needed from user on initialization of the module:
 Which of the module’s functionalities has to be switched on
 The aspect to be coached upon and the specific goal (value) to reach. Possible goals are:
work more focused (less switching than usual), spent less time on mails (<10% of time), take
more breaks (as it is norm), reduce non-productive time (like e.g. reading blogs or checking
Facebook ect.) (< 10% of time).
 Preferred working style (explicit). The user can select from certain predefined sorts of
working styles, e.g. focus time with breaks, multitasking, work at home (productive and nonproductive time). The coaching tips are then adapted to the preferred working style.
 To-do list, preferably in the format:
o Task (one of the 12 predefined categories)
o Content (one of the recognized projects)
o Details (for user only)
o Expected time needed (optionally multiplied with the personal underestimation
factor learned from previous behaviour.)
o Deadline
The next three subsections are detailed descriptions of the three tasks that the module performs.
5.2.1 Give the user awareness of healthy norms
Sense:
 See M1. The software monitors health related work aspects, as number of hours worked on
a day, workload, stress…
Reason:
 See M1: determine the amount of time spent at productive activities
 See M1: recognize tasks performed and associated workload
 See M1: recognize deviations from normal working patterns
 See M1: recognize level of stress
Act:

Advice: Provide the user with travel information based on several factors (Use Case 10 in D1.1a).
Intervention: The user is shielded from undesired work e-mail and telephone calls when he is at home and the
current time is not considered work time (Use Case 12 in D1.1a).



When the users’ data deviates from healthy norms during extended6 periods of time the
system gives a warning in combination with tips:
o E.g.: You worked 50 hours in total last week. That is more than the norm of 40
hours. You should try to compensate this week and work less hours.
o E.g.: Your sitting in front of the pc for a long time now. You should take a short
break. Maybe it’s a good idea to get something to drink. (Please remind me in X
minutes./ I do not need a break.)
o E.g.: You take breaks with non-productive activities regularly. As long as they help
you to concentrate this is a good thing to do.
o E.g.: The number of breaks with non-productive activity are is much higher than
normal today. Get clear what is preventing you from working productive.
o E.g.: The analysis of your behaviour data points toward an unusual high stress level
in the last week. You should take in mind that after a stressful period you need a
calm period to prevent stress building up. Try to schedule few stressful activities
(E.g. meetings) this week, do some relaxing in the evenings or maybe take a day off.
o E.g.: The workload of the task mix you perform is extraordinarily high. Maybe you
should try to re-plan your activities or divide work with colleagues.
o E.g.: There are many appointments with travel time next week. Be prepared that this
might cause stress. Maybe it’s a good idea to block some days in the week thereafter
in order to have time to work out reports etc.
o (opt.) E.g.: Your posture might result in pain in your neck. I suggest to take a better
posture and change your posture more frequently.
o (opt.) E.g.: You get little movement at work. Maybe it’s a good idea to do a lunch
walk or go sporting in the evening.

5.2.2 Help the user focus his attention
Sense:
 Continuously: the module records the user’s application, keyboard and mouse interactions
and saves them with time stamps using the uLog tool (by Noldus Information Technology).
Reason:
 See M1: recognize the current activity of the user (Task, content, productive activity…)
 Collect directories, files and emails that have been tagged with the current activity.
 From the activity logging, the module analyses how long the user has been focusing at the
same task.
Act:


6

The module warns the user when he is multitasking or switching too often.
o E.g.: I detect many content and task switches. This might make your work more
demanding and less productive. Try to focus on one task at a time. (The user can
then give feedback to the system: You’re right, good tip./ I think it works just fine for
me, I do not need such tips.)

Length of period depends on the aspect that is monitored (stress after some days, too many switching after a
few hours...)

o



5.2.3
Sense:




At the beginning of the day, the user is encouraged to work focused with a small
game. While the user is working a status bar denotes how long he has been focusing
on his task. The longer he focuses, the more points are gained for the day.
The module presents (on the user’s request) an organized list of directories, files and emails
that are associated with the current activity, so that he does not have to switch his attention
to searching his file system or email program.
Support the user with his to-do list and planning
Collect the user’s to-do list and save it in a structured format.
The module asks the user from time to time about his well-being.
See M1 for other data types.

Reason:
 See M1: recognize performed tasks/ contents worked on
 The user’s subjective input about his own well-being is associated with aspects of working
activity. This way, the system learns what kind of days cause high well-being for this specific
user.
Act:




The system helps the user managing his to-do list
o E.g.: Please take a look at your to-do list. Is everything up to date?
o E.g.: I see you worked on the following tasks/ contents: … This is a suggested update
of your to-do list: …
The system gives the user tips regarding the planning of activities:
o E.g.: For you, 2 main tasks on a day work best, so please make a selection of tasks
from your to-do list for today.
o E.g.: I see you have to write a report on topic A and search for information on topic
B. I suggest to do the searching of information in the morning and the report in the
afternoon. (Shall I put this in the agenda for you?)
o E.g.: I see you have to read some articles and have a meeting in Groningen on Friday.
I suggest to print the articles and read them in the train. (Shall I put this in the
agenda for you?)
o E.g.: I see your to-do list. Do you want me to suggest a balanced planning?

5.3 M3: Email organization assistant (updated)
The SWELL Email organization assistant aims to reduce the amount of time spent on email, by
automatically categorizing emails in projects, organizing attachments, labelling emails that expect a
reply, and adapt email notifications so that unimportant messages do not interrupt the worker. This
should lead to better email organization and a more efficient workday.
In summary, the module performs the following tasks:
1. Categorize newly received email messages7.
2. Label email messages that expect a reply.
7

This functionality is similar to the Outlook plugin Taglocity. The difference is that in our assistant, messages
are automatically tagged by the system, while in Taglocity the tagging is done manually using a tagbar.

3. Adapt notifications of incoming messages.
The module has access to the following types of data:
 Email messages on the user’s hard disk, their categorization in folders and their labels. We
assume that the knowledge worker uses a local email client (MS Outlook);
 Incoming email messages;
 The folder structure content of the documents directories on the user’s hard disk.
Input needed from user on initialization of the module:
 The user’s primary email client. From this choice, the location of the directory where emails
are stored can directly be deduced. If the email data cannot be found in the expected
location, the user is asked to provide the path to the directory.
 The location of the main document directory (default: ‘C:\Users\<username>\Documents’ )
of which the subdirectories can be used as meaningful category labels.
 The module’s functions that have to be switched on.
 In case the user allows automatic email categorization: does he want to use labels from
existing document structures or create his own labels?
o When the user chooses to create his own labels, the names of the email folders are
shown as suggestions.
 Rules on which email messages the user always wants to be notified of (e.g. always notify
me immediately when I receive an email from my boss)
A demo that includes functionality from the module will be implemented in Add-in Express
(http://www.add-in-express.com).
The next four subsections are detailed descriptions of the four tasks that the module performs.
5.3.1 Categorize newly received email messages
Sense:
 Initial:
o The module collects the file structure of the main document directory, and the
content of the documents in each subdirectory in the background. All documents
are converted to raw text before further processing. The content of the documents
is indexed. This could be done with an open source document indexing engine such
as Lucene or Rapidminer.
o All previously received and sent emails are collected in the background by the
module, together with their categorization in folders if these exist. The content of
the emails is indexed word-by-word; the result is a matrix of term frequencies for
each email.
 Continuously:
o The module checks daily for changes in the file structure and contents of the
document directory
o The module checks continuously for newly received emails and user-assigned/changed categories.
Reason:







In the case that the user chose to categorize emails with labels from existing document
structures, a classification model is trained on the document data.
o First, the directory structure of the documents is flattened: the level that is expected
to be the most informative one is kept and saved as category for the documents in
the directory. For example, in a directory called ‘Projects’, each subdirectory can
expected to be a project name, which are meaningful labels for the documents that
are contained in them. Deeper subdirectories such as ‘archive’, ‘deliverables’, ‘data’,
‘scripts’ can be used as additional tags or ignored according to preference. Secondly,
the user has the opportunity to make corrections to the categories deduced from
the document structure by editing the deduced category labels, introducing new
category labels or editing the categories assigned to documents.
o Then, a classification model is trained on the categorized documents and previously
categorized emails that are available. The new or uncategorized emails are
converted to text and features are extracted. The categories are predicted using the
classification model. The automatically assigned categories are indicated with a
specific colour.
In the case that the user chose to categorize emails according to newly created, customized
labels, then the classification algorithm can only be trained once an initial set of emails has
been classified by the user.
o First, the module creates clusters of emails based on senders, receivers and message
content. The clusters are presented to the user in decreasing order of within-cluster
similarity (possibly weighted with cluster size). The user is asked to assign category
labels to the unnamed clusters.
o Secondly, examples of emails from the retrieved clusters are presented as well as
examples of emails that were previously categorized in folders if these exist. There
may be overlap in the clusters or between the clusters and existing categorization,
so the user is asked to choose the categories he wants to keep . He has the
opportunity to edit the categories by editing the categories assigned to emails or
introduce new categories.
o Finally, a classification model is trained on the selected categories and examples.
The new or uncategorized emails are converted to text and features are extracted.
The categories are predicted using the classification model. The automatically
assigned categories are indicated with a specific colour.
The user can adapt assigned email categories at any point. After the user changed a number
of labels exceeding some threshold (e.g. 10), the classification model is retrained in the
background with the new examples. Previously categorized emails that have been
automatically classified are classified again with the new model. User-assigned categories
are not automatically re-classified.

5.3.2 Label email messages that expect a reply
Sense:
 Initial:
o The module collects information on the replying behaviour of the user in the
background. It creates two or three classes of received messages: (1) messages
answered by the user within a day; (2) messages answered later; (3) messages



without a reply from the user. After experiments we will decide whether we take
class 2 and 3 together.
o The module has access to information extracted from a hidden collection of email
messages (from other, anonymous, users) that have manually been classified as
‘expect a reply’/ ‘does not expect a reply’/ ‘unclear whether a reply is expected’.
Continuously:
o Representations of new messages are recorded together with the time between
receiving the messages and sending corresponding replies.

Reason:
 First, features such as content and sender are extracted from the email messages. A
classification model on the user’s reply-behaviour is trained. The targets are the three
classes of received messages: (1) messages answered by the user within a day; (2) messages
answered later; (3) messages without a reply from the user. The quality of the model is
assessed using cross-validation on the training set.
 Second, the resulting model is mixed with the training model created from manually labelled
email messages of other users. For each incoming message, content and sender are
extracted and the email is labelled using the mixed model. The labels are ‘expects a quick
reply’ (class (1)) and ‘does not expect a quick reply’ (classes (2) and (3)8).
 Each message that was labelled with class (2) is checked for possible deadlines. One day
before a recognized deadline, or after X days without a reply, the message class is changed
to class (1) and labelled as ‘expects a quick reply’.
 Finally, the model is updated with the reply-behaviour of new messages. Messages that are
answered within a day are added to the training data as an example of class (1). Messages
that were automatically labelled with class (1) and which the user has noticed, but were not
replied to within a day are added to the training data as examples of class (2) and (3).
5.3.3 Adapt notifications of incoming messages
Sense:
 Continuously:
o The module records when new email messages arrive. The content of the emails is
indexed word-by-word; the result is a matrix of term frequencies for each email.
o The module records the user’s application, keyboard and mouse interactions and
saves them with time stamps using the uLog tool (by Noldus Information
Technology).
Reason:
 First, a newly received message is categorized and labelled with whether a quick reply is
expected (see 5.1.1 and 5.1.3).
 Second, the current productivity level, task activity and task content is determined (see
5.3.1 and 5.3.2)
 Next, the importance level of the message is determined based on the content of the
message, the sender, the receivers and the similarity between the message and the
recognized task content. The categories of importance are:
8

o
o
o
o

(1) requires quick reply and/or highly relevant for current activity (very high
similarity, few receivers),
(2) relevant for current activity (high similarity, multiple receivers),
(3) relevant for other activities (high similarity to previous activities), no quick reply
expected, and
(4) general emails with general information (low similarity).

Act:


Finally, based on the importance level, the notification is sent either
o (a) immediately with notification window, for (1) ,
o (b) immediately with icon change, for (2),
o (c) at a later more appropriate time (e.g. during task switch or unproductive activity)
with notification window and/or icon change, for (3) or
o (d) no notification, for (4)

5.4 M4: Search assistant (updated)
The SWELL search assistant aims to assist the knowledge worker with more efficient professional
search, by suggesting query terms, re-ranking and visually adapting web search results
In summary, the module performs the following tasks:
1. Treat expert queries differently from ad hoc queries based on similarity of the query to the
user's personal data
2. Adapt search results based on user data
3. Suggest query terms based on user data
4. (optional): Pro-actively suggest relevant search results at the moment of information need
The module has access to the following types of data:
 The user's documents and emails from a longer time period (for user profile)
 The user’s browsing, query history and click behaviour in the search engine
Input needed from user on initialization of the module:
 The user’s primary web browser, from which browsing activities and queries will be logged.
 The module’s functions that have to be switched on.
 The location of the main document directory (default: ‘C:\Users\<username>\Documents’ ).
The next three subsections are detailed descriptions of the three tasks that the module performs.
5.4.1 Treat expert queries differently from ad hoc queries
Sense:
 In the background, the module collects the documents in the document directory on the
user’s hard disk. The following information is saved for each document: directory path, file
name, title, date created, date modified, and author.
 The documents are saved in a table with a unique id for each document.
 The document index is regularly (e.g. weekly, and when a new project is added) updated by
the module.
 The module stores all issued queries in Google domains (including Scholar, images and
maps), together with the following metadata: date and time, the names of the other
browser tabs, the previous URL and the Google domain.



The module stores all documents clicked on from the search engine.

The module has direct access to the browser history (page title, URL, content and time stamp).
Reason:
 From the index of documents and emails on the user’s hard disk, a user profile is generated
based on the most distinguishing terms compared to a general background corpus of the
same language, in a similar vein as in Deliverable D3.6: Terminology extraction for user
modelling.
 Many knowledge workers in the Netherlands create content in two languages: English and
Dutch. In order to make term extraction work for two languages, we need two background
corpora, two lists of stop words, and a language identification function that decides what
the language of a document is at index time.
 When a query is issued, calculate the similarity of the query to the user profile. A query that
has a high similarity to the user profile is considered and expert query (in the field of the
user’s own expertise). A query that has a low similarity to the user profile is considered an
ad hoc query.
Act:



If the query is recognized as ad hoc query, do not take action. The Google results are
presented as they are.
If the query is recognized as expert query, the user is notified that it was and that the
presentation of the search results has been adapted accordingly:
o The number of results per page is increased.
o The results that are not relevant because they come from a different domain than
the expert domain, are marked as irrelevant, for example by changing the font
colour to light grey. For example, when I search for ‘search behaviour', the module
should recognize it as an expert search for my topic domain (Information Retrieval /
Computer Science). Results from other domains (e.g. Biology) should be marked as
irrelevant.
o Results that come from expert sources are marked as more relevant. For example,
for expert queries in the Science domain, URLs from university domains (e.g.
Stanford.edu) or publishers (e.g. acm.com) can be considered as trusted. We need
to study the literature on source trust in the context of information seeking before
we implement this functionality.

5.4.2 Adapt search results based on user data
Sense:
The module uses the sense functionality from Section 5.4.1
Reason:
 From the content of the documents on the user’s hard disk, literature references are
extracted, if there are any. The references are saved in a table with all extracted information
(author, year, title), and the id of the document from which it was cited.
 From the user's data collection (local documents, clicked documents, previous queries), a
user profile is generated based on the most distinguishing terms compared to a general




background corpus of the same language, in a similar vein as in Deliverable D3.6:
Terminology extraction for user modelling.
The terms are clustered per topic for a clear and attractive presentation to the user.
When a query was issued, the module compares the results that are retrieved to the
documents on the user’s hard disk and the previously visited pages.

Act:




When a query is issued, the presentation of the search results is adapted:
o Pages that have been visited by the user before are marked as ‘visited before’ (with
date).
o Documents that are already on the user’s hard disk are marked as ‘on your disk’
(with location and date created).
o Documents that are in the references table on the user’s hard disk are marked as
‘cited in one of your documents’ (with document title and location).
Given a query and a user profile, the ranking of the results is adapted so that results that
match the user's field of expertise are ranked higher. For example, when I would query for
'search behaviour', I am not interested in 'marine predator search behaviour': results that
are related to Information Retrieval should be ranked higher than results from the biology
field.

5.4.3 Suggest query terms
Sense:
 The module uses the sense functionality from Section 5.4.1
Reason:
 From the index of documents and emails on the user’s hard disk, a user profile is generated
based on the most distinguishing terms compared to a general background corpus of the
same language, in a similar vein as in Deliverable D3.6: Terminology extraction for user
modelling.9
 The previous queries in the current session and the corresponding clicked documents are
indexed at search-time.
 For each new query in a search session, the module extracts the most promising query terms
from the clicked documents and user data.10
Act:


After the user has inspected the initial result list and returns to the search box to enter a
new query, the module presents potential query terms in the form of a drop-down menu
from the search box. When the user selects a term the query is extended with this term.

An overview of the data types that play a role in personalized professional search (sections 5.4.15.4.3) is in Figure 5.

9

Many knowledge workers in the Netherlands create content in two languages: English and Dutch. Should we
create two separate indexes?
10
We are currently working on experiments to investigate how the system can decide which terms are the
most promising.

Figure 5. Personalized professional search architecture
5.4.4 Pro-actively suggest relevant search results at the moment of information need
This functionality is optional since we have to experiment whether it is feasible to develop; it might
be a too difficult task.
Sense:
 The module records the user’s computer interactions (keystrokes, active applications, active
documents) and saves them with time stamps.
 The module stores all issued queries in Google domains (including Scholar, images and
maps), together with the following metadata: date and time, the names of the other
browser tabs, the previous URL and the Google domain.
Reason:
 The issued queries are coupled with the user’s computer interactions in one dataset. All
activities of the minutes (or seconds) leading up to a search action11 are saved as structured
features in an activity buffer: the words typed12, moments of rest, active applications.
 As counter examples, equally long activity records are saved without a search action
following.
 A classifier is trained on this data: based on the activity features in the buffer, it learns to
predict whether or not a search action is to be expected.
 The ‘moment of search’ classifier is evaluated during the learning process: after each new
search action, it is trained on all previously collected data and evaluated on the newly
collected data.
 Another algorithm tries to learn the query terms that are issued by the user, based on a
longer activity buffer (e.g. one hour) and a background corpus of queries and their
11

We have to investigate which time span is relevant here. The last 2 minutes?
If we see a lot of incomplete words in our experimental data, we could consider saving character-n-grams
instead of words.
12

frequencies. The implementation of such an algorithm needs quite some research. Since the
user will be writing about different topics and entering different queries than in the training
data, we cannot train a conventional classifier that uses the query as label and the activity
buffer as features. Instead, we need to induce rules that generate a query from an activity
buffer. We might use translation models or other generative language models for this
purpose.
Act:




Once the classifier reaches satisfying precision (minimal number of false hits), it is active.
When the classifier predicts a search action based on the activity buffer, the user gets a
notification.
The predicted query terms are shown as suggestion.

6 Additional remarks










Some of the functionalities described in this document can be implemented on the basis of
previous research (e.g. the functionality in Section 5.1.2, Give insight in the distribution of
work time over task activities). For other functionalities, a large amount of literature study
and extensive experiments is needed (e.g. Section 5.4.3, Suggest query terms). We will work
on several algorithms in parallel, and technology developed for one functionality may be
used for another functionality. Meanwhile, we aim to publish scientific papers about our
experimental work.
Some of the functionalities may be removed from the final design if experiments show that
development is not realistic, or the maximum precision to be reached is low (e.g. Section
5.4.4: Pro-actively suggest relevant search results at the moment of information need)
For our experiments, we need data. In the fall of 2013 we have released a data set of user
interactions (D3.5 Dataset of activity and interaction patterns). In addition, we will use
existing data collections (e.g. for search behaviour experiments), and data collected from
our own hard disks.
An important aspect of the SWELL@work modules is that it aims at reducing work stress and
distraction. But a danger of the tool is in its notifications and tips/ interventions, which
might actually cause stress. User studies are needed to investigate what the effects of the
algorithms are on the user’s wellbeing.
One of the aspects of well-being at work is being and feeling in control. So, we have to take
care that the SWELL@work modules do not take away control from the user by intervening
in his work.
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